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Claude Viviers haunting and expressive music has captivated audiences around the world. But the French-
Canadian composer is remembered also because of the dramatic circumstances of his death: he was found
murdered in his Paris apartment at the age of thirty-four. Given unrestricted access to Vivier's archives and
interviews with Vivier's family, teachers, friends, and colleagues, musicologist and biographer Bob Gilmore
tells here the full story of Vivier's fascinating life, from his abandonment as a child in a Montreal orphanage
to his posthumous acclaim as one of the leading composers of his generation. Expelled from a religious
school at seventeen for "lack of maturity," Vivier gave up his ambition to join the priesthood to study

composition. Between 1976 and 1983 Vivier wrote the works on which his reputation rests, including Lonely
Child, Bouchara, and the operas Kopernikus and Marco Polo. He was also an outspoken presence in the

Montreal arts world and gay scene.

Claude Viviers haunting. The most important Canadian composer in the second half of the twentieth century
is almost certainly Claude Vivier. Search for the article through a service that your library subscribes to such

as Project Muse EBSCO PMC or JSTOR. Claude Vivier 14 April 1948 7 March 1983 was a Canadian
composer.

Claude Vivier

1 Early life and education 2 Career 3 Selected works 4 Discography . Search for a Composer Featured
Popular Composers. 3 studies very beginning as when we learn that the 8 with Stockhausen in Cologne

19724 ch. What is Viviers status right now internationally? Is he being performed known by the
concertgoing. When Quebec composer Claude Vivier was murdered in his Paris apartment at the age of 34 he
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was already highly. Last year his Orion was played by the New York Philharmonic. From the age of thirteen
he attended boarding schools run by the Marist Brothers a religious order that prepared young boys for a

vocation in the priesthood. Volume 36 of RCIs collection . Claude Vivier lived a life we had thought extinct
that of the doomed creative genius casting off masterpieces from an unstoppable ride into the abyss. His

music was influenced by travels to Europe for formal studies and to Asia for informal sojourns. Published in
2014 the late Bob Gilmores Claude Vivier A Composers Life is the first significant.
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